**Assembling the Fluidic Connect Pro – Resealable flowcell 4515**

1) Be sure that the correct press inserts are mounted in the top insert.

2) Place and fix bottom insert.

3) Place and fix top insert. Use the 0.5mm spacers between the top insert and Fluidic Connect Pro.

4) Close the holder using the handle and fix the assembly using the gripper.

5) Your Fluidic Connect Pro is ready to use. (Assemble the fittings before making fluidic connections)
### Assembly of the fittings

1. Open the Fluidic Connect Pro and place the resealable-chip in the bottom insert. Make sure to not tilt the chip.

2. Slide in the tubing in the correct ports by making sure that the tubes connect to the right holes on the chip.

3. Slide the ferrules onto the tube ends.

4. Press the tube with ferrule into the top insert.

5. Close the Fluidic Connect Pro. Your Fluidic Connect Pro is ready to use.

For more information go to: [http://store.micronit.com/chipholder/fluidic-connect-pro.html](http://store.micronit.com/chipholder/fluidic-connect-pro.html)